The correlation functions for models of minimal gravity are discussed. An algorithm is proposed for calculations of invariant ratios from formulas of residues that can be compared with the coefficients of expansion of the partition function in Liouville theory. For (2,2K-1) models transition coefficient from basis of quasiclassical hierarchy to basis Liouville theory is obtained evidently, and the hypothesis about exact form of spectral curve has been verified.
Introduction
It is well known that matrix models describe 2-dimensional quantum gravity with central charge c ≤ 1. In general case we should consider string loop expansion -over the world sheets with genus more than zero, for describing theory of 2-dimensional gravity using 1/N-expansion [1] . Here we will consider only the limit N → ∞, responsible for contribution of surfaces with zero genus.
The partition function of one-matix model can be presented as integral over the eigenvalues (see, for instance, [2] and references therein):
In this expression Φ is matrix of size N × N, = t 0 N -parameter of quasiclassical expansion (term t 0 remains fixed and finite at N → ∞, → 0), and W (Φ) is general determined by the formula:
where t k are the sources, and trΦ k -some basis in the operator space. The integration measure in the r.h.s. of (1) includes the Vandermonde determinant:
Free energy F = log Z can be represented by the expansion in series of even powers of , that will be equivalent to expansion in the inverse matrix size:
when N = t 0 is fixed. The main contribution in the case of large N comes from only the first term F 0 of zero genus. Therefore we will consider only correlation functions on sphere (see [3] ). Below we will call F 0 = F M M as prepotential of matrix model by analogy with topological strings and supersymmetric gauge theories.
Generally speaking the Seiberg-Witten system which determines prepotential F is the next set of data (see [4] , [5] ):
• family M of Riemann surfaces (complex curves) C, dimension of moduli space of this family coincides with genus of curve C
• meromorphic differential dS, whose variations over moduli are holomorphic
In terms of:
the prepotential F is determined from expressions:
The integration in (5) and (6) is over canonical A and B-cycles, and formula (6) determines F due to the Riemann bilinear relations.
Direct analogues of expressions (5),(6) are formulas with residues (see [3] , [6] ):
which define in the same way the prepotential of matrix model F 0 = F M M , where ξ -inverse local coordinate.
The equation of spectral curve C in case of one-matrix model (1)
can be obtained from loop equation at N → ∞ (see [7] ). It describes hyperelliptic curve, in terms of which free energy F 0 = F M M can be completely determined by (7), (8) with dS = ydx. In equation (9) y = W ′ (x) − 2G, G is generating function (resolvent):
where f (x) -polynomial of degree on 2 less than degree of the potential W (x), determined from the asymptotic x → ∞.
2 Models of minimal gravity:
(p,q)-critical points
Considering matrix models as discrete analog of continuous 2-dimensional gravity, the partition function of the latter one in this approach is obtained from the partition function of matrix model as a result of non-trivial and singular double-scaling limit (see [8] ). Details of this limit were studied in [9] , we present here only result. Minimal conformal theories [10] , interacting with Liouville gravity [11] are called (p,q)-models of minimal gravity. To calculate the partition function of (p,q)-models for zero genus we use the same method as for calculation of prepotential of matrix model. We can write the variables t k , also known as times, and free energy F using formulas where (7), (8), where now:
For any (p,q)-point a couple of polynomials are taken:
that satisfy the equation of a plane curve of the form:
If p = 2, q = 2K − 1, then:
which describes generally Riemann surface of genus g = K − 1, in one case this curve becomes singular with 2K branch points: roots of polynomial P 2K−1 (X) = 0 plus X = Y = ∞.
According to the hypothesis proposed in [12] , equation of curve (14) for minimal gravity coincides with the equation on Chebyshev polynomials (in rescaled variables). Below this assumption is precised and tested for a number of models by direct calculation.
For comparison with Liouville theory ambiguity in the choice of basis needs to be taken into account, due to the fact that times have scaling dimension, that can coincide with sum of dimensions of other times in the same model
In such case a resonance occurs (according to the terminology of [13] , [14] ). In formula (16)
In (2, 2K − 1) minimal models of gravity cosmological constant µ = t 2K−3 always has the dimension ∆ µ = 4. Then resonances with cosmological constant are:
Coefficients A i can be found from vanishing of one-point function ∂F ∂t i = 0 and the string equation.
Below we describe the scheme of calculations of transition coefficients {A i } for (2, 9) model. In appendix calculated conversion factors are represented for cases K = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
3 Example:(2,9) model For polynomials (12) in this case we have:
We calculate times by formulas (7): 
In this model only one resonance is possible:
From equality to zero one-point function
and string equation we find µ and constant A 3 :
Free energy F of models of minimal gravity (2, 2K − 1) can be written as:
where f -scale invariant function, τ j -dimensionless ratios of times. In this example:
and dimensionless ratios are:
Rewriting string equation in terms of u = f (11) :
We expand the function f in a series: 
As a result we obtain dimensionless ratios, using (8) and (23),(26), for example:
In the same way, ratios can be easily calculated for other (2,2K-1). For instance, for model (2,11) with generating function F = µ 13/2f t 1
It is dimensionless ratios (27),(28)that make sense to compare with results of calculations in Liouville theory, which were obtained in recent years, using higher Liouville equations [15] .
Equation of spectral curve
Now let us turn to the equation of spectral curve, that can be obtained from formulas (12) , where y i expressed in terms of t k using (7). One should remember that resonances of times t k with cosmological constant µ (formula (17)) in a basis of Liouville theory are considered, whereupon t k assumed to be zero.
For instance, we write equation of curve for (2,9) model, contained only µ and t 3 . To do this we express from the first equation (18) λ and substitute it in equation for Y . In turns all y i to be expressed through the times (19). Making replacement we find:
Note that r.h.s. of this equation is expressed in terms of the Chebyshev polynomial T 9 (a)
Last expression coincides with an equation of curve rescaling of variables :
and justifies Seiberg-Shih hypothesis [12] .
Similarly, hypothesis can be tested for all (2, 2K − 1) models, some of which are presented in Appendix.
Conclusion
In this paper algorithm of calculation of correlators was proposed, where correlators are coefficients of expansion of generating functions in the models (2,2K-1) in the natural basis from the point of view continuous 2-dimensional gravity [13] . Dimensionless ratios of this coefficients can be linked with results in Liouville theory, in which calculation are far more difficult (for example, see [15] ).
Also exact equations of spectral curves in Liouville basis were obtained. The hypothesis [12] was tested by direct calculation, and the equations of curves were found indeed to coincide with equations of Chebyshev polynomials in rescaled variables.
Note that for general case (p,q) models of minimal gravity with arbitrary p and q an algorithm of transition to Liouville basis is still unknown. Some some steps in this direction are, for instance, in [14] , [16] .
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